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Electric field distribution in nuclei produced by
the P, T-odd nuclear Schiff momentl
V.V. Flambaum and J.S.M. Ginges
School of Physics, University of New South Wales, Sydney 2052, Australia
Abstract. Parity and time invariance violating (P, T-odd) nuclear forces produce P,T-odd nuclear
moments. In turn, these moments can induce electric dipole moments (EDMs) in atoms through
the mixing of electron wavefunctions of opposite parity. The nuclear EDM is screened by atomic
electrons. The EDM of an atom with closed electron subshells is induced by the nuclear Schiff
moment. Previously the interaction with the Schiff moment has been defined for a point-like nucleus.
No problems arise with the calculation of the electron matrix element of this interaction as long
as the electrons are considered to be non-relativistic. However, a more realistic model obviously
involves a nucleus of finite-size and relativistic electrons. In this work we have calculated the finite
nuclear-size and relativistic corrections to the Schiff moment. The relativistic corrections originate
from the electron wavefunctions and are incorporated into a new "nuclear" moment, which we term
the local dipole moment. For 199Hg these corrections amount to ~ 20%. We have found that the
natural generalization of the electrostatic potential of the Schiff moment for a finite-size nucleus
corresponds to an electric field distribution which, inside the nucleus, is well approximated as
constant and directed along the nuclear spin, and outside the nucleus is zero.
I INTRODUCTION
The best limit on parity and time invariance violating (P, T-odd) nucleon-nucleon inter-
actions (as well as quark-quark P,T-odd interactions) has been obtained from the mea-
surement of the 199Hg electric dipole moment (EDM) [1]. The mechanism of this EDM
generation is the following. F, T-odd nuclear forces create P, T-odd nuclear moments,
e.g. the EDM and Schiff moment (SM). According to the Schiff theorem [2, 3,4], the
EDM of a point-like nucleus is completely screened by atomic electrons, so it cannot
be measured. However, the electrostatic interaction between atomic electrons and the
nuclear Schiff moment induces an atomic EDM.
The electrostatic potential produced by the Schiff moment is usually presented in the
form [5]
9(R)=47cS-V8(R), (1)
where S is the Schiff moment (vector), 8(R) is a delta-function. The contact interaction
—ecp mixes s- and p-wave electron orbitals and produces EDMs in atoms; for example
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the atomic EDM induced in an atom with a single electron in state ns has the form
^ (ns\-ey(R)\mp)(mp\-eK\ns)
«atom = 22^ ———————— ^  ——— ^  —————————— - (2)
YYI t^ns ^mp
The expression (1) is consistently defined for non-relativistic electrons. Using integra-
tion by parts, it is seen that the matrix element (s — e($\p) is finite,
(s\ - e<$\p) = 4neS - (Vyjxi//?)/^ = constant . (3)
However, atomic electrons near the nucleus are ultra-relativistic, the ratio of the
kinetic or potential energy to me2 in heavy atoms is about 100. For the solution of
the Dirac equation, (V\|/J\|/p)/?_,o -^ °° for a point-like nucleus. Usually this problem is
solved by a cut-off of the electron wavefunctions at the nuclear surface. However, even
inside the nucleus V\|/J\|/P varies significantly, & Z2a2, where a is the fine-structure
constant, Z is the nuclear charge. In Hg (Z = 80), Z2oc2 = 0.34. Recently, proposals have
been made to measure EDMs of very heavy atoms like Ra (Z = 88) [6, 7, 8, 9] and Pu
(Z = 94) [10] where F, T -violating nuclear moments and the resulting atomic EDMs are
very strongly enhanced.
A consistent treatment of the Schiff moment is needed especially because the Schiff
moment itself is defined as the difference of two approximately equal terms (see Eq.
(15)). The aim of the present work is to develop a consistent theory of the nuclear
Schiff moment, and the atomic EDM it induces, which properly takes into account the
relativistic character of the electron wavefunctions inside the nucleus.
For relativistic electrons we should introduce a finite-size Schiff moment potential. In
this paper we show that the natural generalization of the Schiff moment potential for a
finite-size nucleus is
1 SS R
9(R) = —— -5-/i(*-%), (4)
RN
where RN is the nuclear radius and H(R~RN) is a smooth function which is 1 for
R <RN~ § and 0 for /?>/?# -h 5; n (/?—/?#) can be taken as proportional to the nuclear
density. This potential (4) corresponds to a constant electric field inside the nucleus (see
Fig. 1) which can be produced by P,T-odd nuclear forces or by an intrinsic EDM of
an external nucleon. This expression has no singularities and may be used in relativistic
atomic calculations.
A more accurate treatment requires the calculation of a new nuclear characteristic
which we call the local dipole moment (LDM). This moment takes into account rel-
ativistic corrections to the nuclear Schiff moment which originate from the electron
wavefunctions. So in the non-relativistic limit, Zoc — » 0, the LDM L = S. For 199Hg,
L w S(l — 0.6Z2oc2) w 0.8S. When considering the interaction of atomic electrons with
the LDM we define it as placed at the center of the nucleus, that is the electrostatic
potential is
9(R) = 47iL - V8(R) . (5)
This paper is organized in the following manner. In Section II we derive a general
expression for the dipole component of the P,T-odd electrostatic potential inside the
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FIGURE 1. Constant electric field E inside the nucleus produced by the Schiff moment. E is directed
along the nuclear spin I.
nucleus. In Section III we take the electronic matrix element of this potential and
show that it is related to the nuclear Schiff moment. In this section the electronic and
nuclear problems are separated. It is shown that it is convenient to define a "nuclear"
moment (the local dipole moment) which is the nuclear Schiff moment with higher-order
(relativistic) corrections which originate from the electron wavefunctions. In Section
IV we calculate various nuclear LDMs which arise due to P,T-odd nuclear forces; we
calculate the contribution of an external proton and that of core protons to the LDM
of a spherical nucleus, and we calculate the collective LDM of an octupole-deformed
nucleus. Then in Section V we calculate the electric field distribution associated with
the nuclear Schiff moment.
II THE SCHIFF CONTRIBUTION TO THE NUCLEAR
ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIAL
The nuclear electrostatic potential with electron screening taken into account can be
presented in the following form (see, e.g., Appendix of Ref. [7] for derivation):
(6)
where ep is the nuclear charge density, f p d 3 r = Z, and d = efprd3r = e(r) is the nu-
clear EDM. The second term cancels the dipole long-range electric field in the multipole
expansion of (p(R). The Coulomb potential T^JT can be expanded in terms of Legendre
polynomials
1
|R-r| •/'/(cose), (7)
where r< (r>) is min[r,/?] (max[r,/?j). The P,T-odd part of the potential (7) originates
from the odd harmonics /. The third harmonic / = 3 corresponds to the octupole field
which has been considered in [11]. The contribution of the / = 3 term is usually small
(in 199Hg, which has nuclear spin 7 = 1/2, it vanishes). Higher / always gives negligible
contributions. Therefore, we concentrate on / = 1 (it may be presented as ^ S(R — r) +
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-/?), where 0(r -/?) = 1 for r > R and 0(r -/?) = 0 for r < /?):
(^r . (8)
Note that in the second (screening) term in (6) we only keep the zero multipole / = 0.
Also note that for R — > <*> the first and third terms of Eq. (8) cancel each other. Therefore,
we can use Jjf = /0°° — J^° = — J^° and present cp^ (R) as
We see that cp^ (R) = 0 for /?>/?# (nuclear radius) since p(r) = 0 in this area. We will
see in the next section that this potential (9) is related to the Schiff moment.
Ill ELECTRON MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE P, T-ODD
ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIAL
All the electron orbitals for / > 1 are extremely small inside the nucleus. Therefore, we
can limit our consideration to the matrix elements between s and p Dirac orbitals. We
will use the following notations for the electron wavef unctions:
where Q;/m is a spherical spinor, n — R/R, and f(R) and g(R) are radial functions (see,
e.g., [12]). Using (0 • n)2 — 1, then we can write the electron transition density as
p,p(R) = VJ\|fp = QlQpUsp(R) (11)
Usp(R) = fs(R)fP(R) + gs(R)gP(R) = Sr=i hR* . (12)
The expansion coefficients b^ are calculated analytically and are presented in the Ap-
pendix; as is seen here, the summation is carried over the odd powers of k. Now we can
find the matrix element of the electron-nucleus interaction,
fr
(13>k=ir '
where {s|n|p} = JQjnQp<i<])sin0<i0 and (rn) = fp(r)rnd3r. Note that all vector values
(rrn) are due to the P,T-odd correction to the nuclear charge density p, while ^(rn) are
the usual P, T-even moments of the charge density starting from the mean-square radius
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In the non-relativistic case (Zoc — » 0) we have just b\ ^ 0, and so
o , (14)
where the Schiff moment S is defined as
SI/7, (15)
I is the nuclear spin. The expressions (14), (15) agree with the results of Ref. [5].
Therefore, Eq. (13) gives us the possibility of a consistent relativistic treatment of the
atomic effects produced by P, 7-odd nuclear forces. The nuclear and electronic problems
can be separated in the following way. The nuclear calculations can provide us with the
value of the local dipole moment (LDM)
which coincides with the Schiff moment S (15) in the non-relativistic limit (Zoc — » 0).
Note that this "nuclear" moment contains relativistic corrections which arise from the
electron wave/unctions which are calculated analytically. (It should further be noted that
the corrections originating from the s-pi/2 and s-p3/2 matrix elements are different.) The
electron matrix elements are then given by
s — etp* |p) = 4neL • (Vi|/J\|//,)/e_,o = 3eL • (s n\p)
These formulae (16,17), in principle, solve the problem of the consistent approach for
the calculation of the interaction of the relativistic electrons with the Schiff moment.
Note that to achieve ~ 10% accuracy it is enough to keep in L just the first correction,
b3/bi = -3/5 Z2a2/R^ for the s-pl/2 matrix element and bi/b\ = -9/20 Z2a2/R^
for the s-p^/2 matrix element (see Appendix); and at this level of accuracy (~ 10%) the
values of the coefficients b^/b\ (for s-pi/2 and s-p^/2) can be taken to be the same.
IV LOCAL DIPOLE MOMENTS INDUCED BY P, T-ODD
NUCLEAR FORCES
We can now calculate local dipole moments induced by P,T-odd nuclear forces. We
will begin in Section IV A with the calculation of the contribution of an external proton
to the local dipole moment of a spherical nucleus. Because the best limit on the P,T-
odd nucleon-nucleon interaction has been extracted from 199Hg (which has an external
neutron, so only the core protons contribute to the LDM) the result of Section IV A is
not so interesting by itself. However, as will be explained in Section IV B, it provides us
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with a check of the method for the calculation of the contribution of core protons to the
LDM. Then in Section IV C we calculate the collective LDM of an octupole deformed
nucleus.
The P, 7-odd nucleon-nucleon interaction, to first-order in the velocities p/m, can be
presented as [5]
c* 1
^
ab =
 7!2m (^abCa ~~^ba°^ ' V«6(r« ~ rb) +t\'ab [®a x G&] {(pa - p&),5(ra - r b ) } ) ,
(18)
where { , } is an anticommutator, G is the Fermi constant of the weak interaction, m
is the nucleon mass, and a, r, and p are the spins, coordinates, and momenta of the
nucleons a and b. The dimensionless constants r\ab and r\'ab characterize the strength
of the P,T-odd nuclear potential (experiments on EDMs are aimed to measure these
constants).
A Nuclear LDM produced by external proton
In this section we calculate the LDM arising due to an external proton. We are
therefore interested in the P,T-odd interaction of the external proton with the core
nucleons. We can average the two-particle interaction (18) over the core nucleons to
obtain the effective single-particle P, T-odd interaction between the proton and core [5],
Here it has been assumed that the proton and neutron densities are proportional to the
total nuclear density PA(I*); the dimensionless constant T| = f %p + %T\pn. Notice that
there is only one surviving term from the P, T-odd nucleon-nucleon interaction (18); this
is because all other terms contain the spin of the internal nucleons for which (a) = 0.
The shape of the nuclear density PA and the strong potential U are known to be similar;
we therefore take PA(I") = ^jy£/(r). Then we can rewrite Eq. (19) in the following
form:
Cl n , f(\\ (20)
Now it is easy to find the solution of the Scrodinger equation including the interaction
W:
(2D
where \|/ is the unperturbed solution (H\p = E\\f). The valence proton density is then
equal to
p = xjftxjjr = x|/tx|/ + ^ (XI/GXI/) . (22)
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The second term gives the P, T-odd part of the density which generates a Schiff moment
S [5],
where we denote r2x as the mean-square radius of the external nucleon (in this case that
of the proton), r2 is the mean-square nuclear charge radius, (a) = £/ j, and
-. --7+1 ~
where / and / are the total and orbital angular momentum of the proton, respectively. It
should be noted that for the Schiff moment the recoil effect (the motion of the nuclear
core around the center-of-mass) disappears due to the cancellation of its contributions to
the first and second (screening) terms in Eq. (6) [5].
To calculate the local dipole moment, it is enough to substitute the external proton
density (22) into the expression for the LDM (16) and perform integration using integra-
tion by parts. The result is
(25)(25)
(Notice that for a proton in the state 5-1/2, the LDM is reduced to the difference of
two approximately equal terms (r^x — r*) for all k = 2,4, .... This makes an analytical
calculation hopeless when trying to estimate the LDM of a nucleus with an external
proton in state 5-1/2, as *s the case for 2035205T1.)
While the result (25) on its own is not very interesting, it will be used in the next
section as a check of the method for the calculation of the LDM of 199Hg.
B Nuclear LDM produced by core protons. Mercury moments.
In nuclei like 199Hg and 129Xe the external nucleon is a neutron. It does not contribute
to the Schiff moment directly. In Ref. [13] it was shown that virtual excitations of the
core nucleons caused by a P^ T-odd interaction with the external nucleon produce a
Schiff moment which is comparable to that produced by an external proton. The actual
calculation of the Schiff moments in [13] was carried out numerically. In this section we
perform a simple analytical calculation which allows us to estimate the contribution of
the relativistic corrections ~ Z2oc2 to the Schiff moment. Here we follow an approach
which was used in [13] to estimate the contribution of the giant dipole resonance to the
nuclear EDM.
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The expression for the local dipole moment L induced in the nuclear state |0) by the
F, T-odd interaction Wab (18) between the nucleons a and b is
^ '
Here H is the Hamiltonian, and [#,L] is a commutator; the LDM operator L is defined
from Eq. (16) as L = (L). Now we assume that the transition strength in the sum over
intermediate states \ri) is concentrated around the excitation energy cor, and replace
(EQ —En)2 by co;:. (Note that the replacement of (£"0 — En) by cor in Eq. (26) gives an
incorrect result since in single-particle language there are transitions with E$—En = O)r
and Eo~En = — o)r.) Use of closure, £w \ri) (n = 1, gives
L^-^(0\[[H,t},Wab}\0). (28)
To calculate the commutator we assume that the motion of each nucleon in the nucleus
can be described by the Hamiltonian H = ^  + V(r). The contribution to the LDM from
a single proton is then
(29)
As a check of the validity of this approach for the calculation of the core contribution,
we use this formula (29) to calculate both the contribution of the external proton (which
we can compare with Eq. (25)) and the contribution of the core protons.
1 External proton contribution
For the external proton we can just substitute the effective potential W (19) into
expression (29),
(30)
where here |0) corresponds to the state of the external proton. If we consider the nuclear
density PA to be proportional to the nuclear potential [/, and use the oscillator model to
approximate the potential so that
(31)
then the LDM is reduced to
•
 (32)
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Because here we are considering the LDM produced by a single proton, we can set
cor = 00, so the factor (ca2/(D^) = 1. Therefore, using the resonance method we can
reproduce Eq. (25).
2 Core contribution
In this section we use the "Schiff resonance" formalism to estimate the local dipole
moment produced by the core protons. Again we start from Eq. (29), where in this case
the derivatives are with respect to the internal proton coordinates. Assuming that the
proton density is proportional to the total nuclear density PA, we obtain
>
'
 <33)
where |0) is the state of the external nucleon. Because here we are considering the P, T-
odd interaction Wap (18) between the external nucleon (proton or neutron, a) and the core
protons, the P,T-odd dimensionless constant T| = (Z/A)T\ap. Using (31) to approximate
the nuclear density, the LDM becomes
T __ w X 1 "K, _______~*9_______ ' "v ' ~ / > _j_
^ —— ,.9 Z^ 7 /I , 1 \ / 1 , A\ \ O I */ ~T
Before we consider the size of the relativistic corrections, let us check that this result
gives us a reasonable value for the Schiff moment (Zoc —> 0). In the approximation of
a uniform and spherical charge distribution, r2 = (3/5)/?#, assuming that r%x = r%, and
setting the resonance frequency for core protons cor = 2o) (frequency of giant resonance),
we obtain for the Schiff moment of 199Hg (which has an external neutron in the state
Pl/2)
Sng « -1-6 x 10~8 Tfoprfm3 . (35)
From a numerical calculation of the Schiff moment for 199Hg performed in Ref. [13]
the result S = —1.4 x 10~8 r\npefm3 was obtained. This value agrees with our analytical
estimate (35). Therefore it seems that the resonance method can be used for Hg to give
a crude estimate of the size of the relativistic corrections to the Schiff moment.
To estimate the size of the corrections, we use the approximation of a uniform and
spherical charge distribution, rnq = [3/(n + 3)]/?jy, and we assume that r"x = rnq, for
n = 2,4,.... Substituting the coefficients from the Appendix into the expression for
the LDM (34), we see that the correction to the Schiff moment for Hg is about 20%,
L w 0.8S. Therefore the relativistic corrections to the Schiff moment for Hg (and for
other spherical nuclei) are not very large.
C Collective LDM of an octupole deformed nucleus
Nuclei with octupole deformation have enhanced collective Schiff moments which
may be up to 1000 times larger than the Schiff moments of spherical nuclei [6,7]. In Ref.
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[10] it was pointed out that the soft octupole vibration mode produces an enhancement
similar to that of the static octupole deformation. This makes heavy atoms containing
nuclei with collective Schiff moments attractive for future experiments on the search for
T -violation.
The mechanism generating the collective Schiff moment is the following [6, 7]. In
the "frozen" body frame the collective Schiff moment Sjntr can exist without any P,T-
violation. However, the nucleus rotates, and this makes the expectation value of the
Schiff moment vanish in the laboratory frame if there is no P,T -violation. (This is
because the intrinsic Schiff moment is directed along the nuclear axis, Sintr = Sinti-n,
and in the laboratory frame the only possible correlation (n) oc I violates parity and time
reversal.) The P, T-odd nuclear forces mix rotational states of opposite parity and create
an average orientation of the nuclear axis n along the nuclear spin I,
(36)
where
«=<rffe> (37)
tL+ — Jb—
is the mixing coefficient of the opposite parity states, K = |I • n| is the absolute value of
the projection of the nuclear spin I on the nuclear axis, M = /z, and W is the effective
single-particle potential (19). The Schiff moment in the laboratory frame is
Sz = Sintr\^z} = SintrTTT—— 7T - (38)
In the "frozen" body frame the surface of an axially symmetric deformed nucleus is
described by the following expression
(39)
1=1
To keep the center-of-mass at r = 0 we have to fix (3i [14]:
(40)
We assume that the distributions of the protons and neutrons are the same, so the electric
dipole moment e(r) = 0 (since the center-of-mass of the charge distribution coincides
with the center-of-mass) and hence there is no screening contribution to the Schiff
moment. We also assume constant density for R < R(Q). The intrinsic Schiff moment
Sintr is then [6, 7]
Sintr = eZ^—— g ^ (2/ + 1)7(2)^3)= « ^ ^/ff ' (41)
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where the major contribution comes from p2p3, the product of the quadrupole p2 and
octupole p3 deformations. For p2 ~ p3 ~ 0.1 andZ = 88 (Ra) we obtain 5intr ~ 10 efw?.
The estimate of the Schiff moment in the laboratory frame gives [7]
eV
S ~ oSintr - 0.05 e$2$lZA2'\rl————— - 700 x 10"8 T|efm3 , (42)£+-£_
where TO ^  1.2 fm is the internucleon distance, E+ —E- ~ 50 keV. This estimate (42) is
about 500 times larger than the Schiff moment of a spherical nucleus like Hg. Note that S
in Eq. (42) is proportional to the squared octupole deformation parameter p2. According
to [10], in nuclei with a soft octupole vibration mode (P2) ~ (0.1)2, i.e., this is the same
as in nuclei with static octupole deformation. This means that a number of heavy nuclei
can have large collective Schiff moments.
With no screening term, it is easy to calculate the collective LDM. Use of Eq. (16)
gives
^^s^^'H1-0322"2'- <43>
As with spherical nuclei, we see that the correction to the Schiff moment for collective
nuclei is not very large (for Ra, Pu this correction ~ 15%).
V P, T-ODD PART OF THE NUCLEAR ELECTRIC FIELD
(SCHIFF FIELD)
In this section we calculate the actual distribution of the P, T-odd component of the elec-
trostatic potential cp(R) inside the nucleus (arising from the P,T-odd nucleon-nucleon
interaction) for two models: for an external proton in a spherical nucleus and for a col-
lective Schiff moment which appears in a nucleus with octupole deformation. It is found
that in the collective case the electric field is constant and directed along the nuclear
spin. This field distribution is also approximately correct in the spherical case when the
external proton is in state Si/2\ this is also true without the P, T-odd interaction but when
the external nucleon (proton or neutron) possesses an intrinsic EDM and is in state
A P, r-odd electric field produced by a valence proton
To calculate the P, r-odd part of the electrostatic potential q>r produced by the external
proton, we substitute the P,T-odd perturbed external proton density (22) into (6) and
integrate by parts,
3r , (44)
where p0 = i^ai]/ is the spin density, (a) = f/j. Note the similarity of this expression
and that for a P, T-odd potential produced by an external proton electric dipole moment
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dp (see, e.g., [3, 12]). In the latter case one should only replace e£, by dp (or by dn in the
case of Hg or Xe). Note, however, that generally speaking p0 = \|/fov|/ ^ {a}\|/^ \|/ (this
assumption was used in [3]), i.e. the direction of the external nucleon EDM depends on
the coordinate r. The separation of the spin and the coordinate variables is possible in
the case of/ = / +1/2. Taking / = Iz we obtain p0 = JPM, where PM is the density of the
valence proton. If we now assume that this density is constant within the sphere of the
radius RM, PM(^) =
 4 ^3 ,r < RM, and PM(^) = 0 for r > RM, and, similarly, the nuclear
charge density pq(r) = r%-> r < RN, and pq(r) = 0 for r > RN, then we obtain for the
dipole term (and for RN < RM)'-
( (53--^r) R<RN
9
(1)(R) = -4R-7< (J|-F) RN<R<RM (45)
I o M R>RM-
Thus, the F,T-odd part of the electrostatic potential is 9 ( R ) °c RcosQ inside the
nucleus. This gives us a very simple picture for the P, T-odd electric field (Schiff field):
Ez = — -^ oc / inside the nucleus. Thus, the Schiff moment gives a constant electric field
along the nuclear spin, E oc I? and this field vanishes within the nuclear "skin" (see Fig.
1).
We can easily establish a relation between the P,T-odd electrostatic potential inside
the nucleus cp^1) oc RcosQ and the Schiff moment S. Comparing Eq. (45) with Eq. (23)
(with ti = 1, / = 1/2) we obtain
) = -l^n(*-«tf), (46)
RN
where H(R~RN) is a smoothed step-function ®(RN ~R), that is H(R~RN) « ®(RN ~R)>
n(R ~RN] = lforR<RN and n(R ~RN] = 0 for R > RN + 5, where 5 = RM -RN «RN>
It gives the natural generalization of the Schiff moment potential (1) for the case of
a finite-size nucleus. Of course, in the general case, the radial function H(R~RN) in
the first harmonic of the P,T-odd potential (46) is more complicated (this gives some
"wiggling" of the electric field inside the nucleus).
B P, T-odd electric field produced by a collective Schiff moment
Now we wish to calculate the electrostatic potential cpW arising due to a collective
Schiff moment in a nucleus with octupole deformation. We use Eqs. (39,40) and assume
that the distributions of the protons and neutrons are the same (therefore e{r) = 0, and
so there is no screening term) and that the density for R < R(Q) is constant. Calculating
the integral in Eq. (9) for R < min R(Q) gives
m 9Ze I /+1
^
 }
 4nR2N / /
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In the laboratory frame the result differs by an extra factor (nz) (36). Using Eq. (41) we
can present the final result for q/1) as
i ro p
)
 = -A^n(jR_%)5 (48)
%
where n(R-RN] = 1 for R < min #(6), and n(R~RN) = 0 for/? > max R(Q). This result
is similar to Eq. (46). Thus, the collective Schiff moment produces a constant electric
field along the nuclear spin inside the nucleus and zero field outside (Fig. 1). In this case
the width of the transition area of the nuclear surface ~ faR^ ~ 0.2^.
APPENDIX: ELECTRON TRANSITION DENSITY FOR S-Pl/2
AND S-P3/2
To calculate the electron wavefunctions inside the nucleus R < RN we assume that
the nuclear charge is uniformly distributed about a sphere. This charge distribution
corresponds to the harmonic-oscillator potential
r , , (49)
where we have set x = R/RN- Solving the Dirac equation for an electron in states ,
pi/2 and p3/2 moving in this potential gives the s-p\/2 and s-p^/2 radial transition
densities (see Eqs. (10,11,12) for definition)
—7zazr4 4- \> (W}70 a* +'"t (5U)
+%***+
where /5(0), ^ p1/2(0), and (fp3 /X)R=Q are the 5, ^ 1/2, and (p^/2/x) radial wavefunctions
at zero, and m is the electron mass. The omitted terms in (50,51) correct the Schiff
moment (25,34,43) by only a few percent.
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